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SPECIFICATION

[TITLE OF THE INVENTION] DIGITAL CAMERA

[Abstract]

[Problem] A large space must be ensured to evacuate a

conventional image pickup device outside a camera optical path

in the direction that is perpendicular to an optical axis of

a taking lens, that an area seen from a camera front is large

and the camera is big although the thickness of the camera is

thin.

[Solution Means] The present invention provides a digital

camera which has a structure that a taking lens can be stored

in the camera body, wherein a camera member is placed around

space in which an image pickup device is moved to be evacuated
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at an angle with respect to an optical axis direction of a taking

lens to use so that there is no clearance around the space,

and the taking lens retreats and is stored in storage space

generated by the movement of the image pickup device, so that

the thickness of the camera body becomes thin and an area seen

from a camera front increases only a slight amount and the

camera does not become big. 1

[WHAT IS CLAIMED IS;]

[Claim 1] A digital camera comprising:

a photo optical system able to move back and forth to a first

position where the photo optical system protrudes to a camera

body and a second position where the photo optical system is

stored in the camera body;

an. imaging means including an image pickup device imaging a

subject image;

a movement means to move the imaging means outside the camera

optical path when the photo optical system retreats from the

first position to the second position and to move the imaging

means into the camera optical path when the photo optical system

advances from the second position to the first position; and

a predetermined camera member disposed near a position at which

the imaging means moves outside the camera optical path.

[Claim 2] The digital camera according to Claim 1, wherein the
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camera member is one of a range sensor, a metering sensor, an

actuator, and a substrate.

[Claim 3] The digital camera according to Claim 1, wherein the

camera member is a finder optical system.

[Claim 4] The digital camera according to Claim 3, having a

rotary mirror changing an optical path of the finder optical

system, wherein the rotary mirror rotates interlocked with a

movement of the imaging means.

[DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] The present invention relates to a

digital camera in which a taking lens retreats to a storage

position in the camera body.

[0002]

[Prior Arts] Generally, a digital camera in which an imager

is provided in the camera body and a subject image is picked

up by photoelectric conversion is known. Even in a digital

camera, like a film camera and other mobile electronics, not

only high performance but also a shape that is miniaturized

and is easy to be carried is desired.

[0003] Of these, in a film camera, a structure in which a taking

lens retreats in a camera body at the time of carrying to become

a shape without a projection is known. When such a structure
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is applied to a digital camera, since a substrate being

relatively thick and implementing an imager and a filter which

are placed on an optical axis (a camera optical path) of a taking

lens, the inside space is small in comparison to a film camera.

In other words, since the inside space of the digital camera

is insufficient for a space to retreat the taking lens, to slim

down the camera body has been difficult to realize.

[0004] In contrast, in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication

No. Hei-11-4371, for example, it is disclosed that storage

space of a taking lens is made in a camera body and the taking

lens retreats in the storage position. The camera provides

a movement means to move an imaging means (a CCD imaging unit)

in the direction that is perpendicular to an optical axis of

a taking lens to evacuate the imaging means outside the camera

optical path. This is a technology that when the taking lens

retreats in the storage position a CCD imaging unit is moved

to make space, and the space is used as the storage space of

the taking lens. In addition, at the time of using the camera,

while the taking lens extends to a photograph position, the

CCD imaging unit is returned to an original position in a camera

optical path to be a photography standby which can perform

photography

.

[0005] As for the movement means, a support board which is
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pivotally supported to the camera body to rotate in the

direction that is perpendicular to the optical axis around an

axis that is parallel to the optical axis of the taking lens

has been proposed. The imaging means is fixed on the support

boards and rotates in a top and bottom direction to make the

storage space of the taking lens.

[0006]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention] However, because the

technology mentioned in Japanese Unexamined Patent

Publication No. Hei-11-4371 is a structure that moves the CCD

imaging unit in the direction of a surface that is perpendicular

to the optical axis of the taking lens to evacuate the CCD

imaging unit outside the camera optical path, space to evacuate

the CCD imaging unit must be ensured. Moreover, to exchange

a control signal and image data between the CCD imaging unit

and the substrate which mounts a controller (CPU) and a

processing circuit, for example, a wiring substrate such as

a flexible substrate which can bend is used for connection.

Therefore, the flexible substrate is moved while bending as

the CCD imaging unit is rotated to be moved, whereby movement

space of the flexible substrate is necessary.

[0007] According to such a structure, although it is possible

to eliminate a projection of the taking lens to slim down the
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camera/ on the other hand, an area seen from the camera front

becomes large, and the camera grows big.

[0008] An object of the present invention is to provide a

digital camera which has a structure that a taking lens can

be stored in the camera body, wherein a camera member is placed

around space in which an image pickup device is rotated to be

evacuated at an angle with respect to an optical axis direction

of a taking lens to use so that there is no clearance around

the space, and the taking lens retreats in the retreat space

generated by the movement of the image pickup device, so that

the thickness of the camera body becomes thin and an area seen

from a camera front increases only a slight amount and the

camera does not become big.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problems] To attain the above-described

object, the present invention provides a digital camera

comprising: a photo optical system able to move back and forth

to a first position where the photo optical system protrudes

to a camera body and a second position where the photo optical

system is stored in the camera body; an imaging means including

an image pickup device imaging a subject image; a movement means

to move the imaging means outside the camera optical path when

the photo optical system retreats from the first position to
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the second position and to move the imaging means into the

camera optical path when the photo optical system advances from

the second position to the first position; and a predetermined

camera member disposed near a position at which the imaging

means moves outside the camera optical path.

[0010] Also, the camera member is one of a range sensor, a

metering sensor, an actuator, and a substrate. Furthermore,

the camera member is a finder optical system, and the digital

camera has a rotary mirror changing an optical path of the

finder optical system, wherein the rotary mirror rotates

interlocked with a movement of the image pickup means.

[0011] The digital camera with above-described construction

has a structure that a taking lens can be stored in the camera

body, wherein a camera member is placed around space in which

an image pickup means is moved to be evacuated inclined in an

optical axis direction of a taking lens to use so that there

is no clearance around the space, and the taking lens retreats

and is stored in storage space generated by the movement of

the image pickup means, so that the thickness of the camera

body becomes thin and an area seen from a camera front increases

only a slight amount and the camera does not become big.

[0012]

[Preferred Embodiments] As follows, embodiments of the present
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invention will be described in detail with the drawings. FIG.

1 is a schematic internal view of a digital camera of the present

invention. The digital camera comprises a controller 1

consisting of a CPU controlling the whole camera, the lens

control driver 3 which evacuates (or collapses) the taking lens

2 to the camera body which is not shown by control of the

controller 1 and allows the taking lens to extend to the

photography standby, a movement control driver 5 for moving

an imaging substrate that an image pickup device 4 including

an imager is implemented to evacuation space which will be

described later to create storage space for the taking lens

2, and a camera member 6 which is another constituent of the

camera

.

[0013] In such a construction, the movement control driver 5

consists of a movement mechanism including a gear train, a motor

which is a driving system, and a controller comprising a CPU.

The camera member 6 is a member mounted in the camera body such

as a finder, a built-in flash, an autofocus (AF) sensor, a

metering sensor, an actuator, and a substrate implementing a

component

.

[0014] The evacuation space is space for an evacuation of the

image pickup device 4 when the image pickup device 4 evacuates

from the camera optical path to create the storage space for
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the taking lens 2. Because useless space in front and back

of the evacuation space tends to develop, placement of a camera

member is devised so as not to develop the gap when creating

the evacuation space as will be described in each embodiment

later

.

[0015] The taking lens 2 may be a single focus lens or a zoom

lens. Even a camera with a single focus lens can increase an

amount of extension by assembling the mechanism in several

steps, and by changing a lens distance of a plurality of taking

lenses in a movement frame it is easy to make the lens a zoom

lens. In addition, as shown in FIG. 2 which will be described

later, the image pickup device 4 is constructed so that a filter

9 such as a low pass filter or an infrared cut filter is overlaid

on a solid-state imager 8 such as a CCD sensor or a CMOS sensor.

For these filters, another filter having another function may

be added or decreased if necessary. In addition, the image

pickup device 4 is implemented on the imaging substrate, and

an electrode or a connector provided on the imaging substrate

is adhered to a terminal of a flexible substrate 7. The

flexible substrate 7 is connected to the controller 1 to

propagate image data and a control signal between the image

pickup device 4.

[0016] The digital cameras has two states, a photography
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standby in which the movement frame of the taking lens 2 extends

to a shooting position (a first position) by the lens control

driver 3 and a taking lens stored state in which the taking

lens 2 is collapsed to a position where the taking lens is stored

in the camera body (a second position)

.

[0017] FIG. 2 shows and illustrates a concrete construction

example of the movement control driver 5 in the photography

standby. In the construction, a pin 12 and a pin 13 to move

it are provided at both ends of a top end surface of an imaging

substrate 11 on which the image pickup device 4 is implemented.

These pins 12 and 13 are fitted to a guide groove 15 whose shape

is a straight line with at least the length of the imaging

substrate 11 in the rear of a fixed cam board 14 and a curve,

respectively. Of these the pin 12 is in a fitted state, and

the length is adjusted so that an end of the pin 12 does not

project above the top surface of the fixed cam plate 14.

[0018] The straight line of the guide groove 15 is to place

an imaging surface of the image pickup device 4 in a position

that the surface is perpendicular to the optical axis at the

time of photography, and is a part that becomes storage space

16 for the taking lens 2. The curve is a path through which

the image pickup device 4 evacuates from the camera optical

path, and is a space that becomes evacuation space 17 by placing
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the camera member 6 of various kinds near the curve as will

be described later. Movement of the image pickup device 4 to

the evacuation space 17 is a rotation as the imaging surface

is inside to evacuate the image pickup device slanting in the

axis direction of the taking lens 2 . By evacuating with a slant,

that the area seen from the camera front increases which happens

with a movement perpendicular to the optical axis direction

and which is a problem of the conventional technology described

above is inhibited.

[0019] Furthermore, over the fixed cam plate 14 the moving cam

plate 18 is provided movable in a direction perpendicular to

the optical axis direction of the taking lens 2 by a driving

system 20. On the moving cam plate 18 a guide groove 19 which

extends forward and backward to be fit with the pin 13 is formed.

[0020] A changing operation of such a structure from the

photography standby to the taking lens stored state will be

described next. In the photography standby shown in FIG. 2,

the taking lens 2 extends forward, and the imaging surface of

the image pickup device 4 is placed on the camera optical path.

First, when a switch for storing the taking lens 2 (not shown)

is operated, the driving system 20 drives the gear train which

is not shown to move the moving cam plate 18 which is connected

to the gear train in a direction of an arrow A. With the
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movement of the moving cam plate 18, the pin 12 is pushed by

the guide groove 19 to move in a direction of an arrow B, and

the pins 12 and 13 move from the straight line of the guide

groove 15 to the curve. By this movement, the image pickup

device 4 is evacuated outside the camera optical path as if

the image pickup device is rotated.

[0021] Space after the image pickup device 4 moves becomes the

storage space 16, and the taking lens 2 collapses in a direction

of an arrow C to be stored in the camera body.

[0022] A first embodiment according to a digital camera of the

present invention will be described next. With reference to

FIG. 3A to FIG. 3C, an example that an object lens and a rotating

mirror of a finder optical system are placed near each other

as camera members in the evacuation space of the image pickup

device will be described. FIG. 3A shows a position

relationship between camera members and the image pickup device

in the photography standby, and FIG. 3B shows the position

relationship during the change from the photography standby

to the taking lens stored state, and FIG. 3C shows the position

relationship at the taking lens stored state.

[0023] In this example, in front of the evacuation space 17,

an object lens 22 and a mirror 23 of a finder optical system

21 are placed as shown in FIG. 3A. One end of the rotating



mirror 23 is supported rotatably. The rotating mirror 23 is

energized to abut against an engaging member 25 by an elastic

member such as a spring 24. When the rotating mirror 23 is

abutted against the engaging member 25 the state is the

photography standby in which a finder image imaged by the object

lens 22 passes through the rotating mirror 23 and a prism 26

to be led to a finder eyepiece 27.

[0024] And, evacuation movement of the taking lens 2 starts

when the switch which is not shown is operated. First, the

image pickup device 4 is moved toward the evacuation space 17

by the driving system 20 as described above. In so doing, the

image pickup device 4 is pushed to the rotating mirror 23, and

the rotating mirror rotates to the camera front. And, as shown

in FIG. 3 (c) , while the image pickup device 4 starts to evacuate

to the evacuation space 17 or after the evacuation, the taking

lens 2 collapses to move to the storage space 16, and the state

becomes the taking lens stored state. When the state changes

from the taking lens stored state to the photography standby,

as the taking lens 2 is made to extend, the rotating mirror

23 abuts against the engaging member 25 by the spring 24.

[0025] In this way, because the taking lens is stored in the

camera body, the present embodiment can slim down the length

of the taking lens for that length of the taking lens. Moreover,
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it is easy to carry the camera because there is no projection

of the taking lens, the camera becoming flat. Furthermore,

the thickness of the camera body does not thicken because the

image pickup device 4 evacuates in the camera body diagonally

in the optical axis direction of the taking lens, and since

camera members are placed in the evacuation space the space

use without waste is possible and the area seen from the camera

front does not increase so that the camera does not grow big.

[0026] A digital camera in a second embodiment will be described

next- With reference to FIG. 4A to FIG. 4C, an example that

a secondary battery and a range sensor are placed near each

other as camera members in the evacuation space of the image

pickup device will be described. FIG. 4A shows a position

relationship between camera members and the image pickup device

in the photography standby, and FIG. 4B shows the position

relationship during the change from the photography standby

to the taking lens stored state, and FIG. 4C shows the position

relationship at the taking lens stored state.

[0027] In this example, as shown in FIG. 4A, the secondary

battery or a capacitor 31 is placed in the rear of the movement

path of the image pickup device 4, and a range sensor 32 is

placed in the front of the movement path in the evacuation space

17. The image pickup device 4 evacuates between these as shown
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in FIG. 4B. And the taking lens 2 collapses and is stored in

the storage space 16 after the image pickup device 4 evacuates

as shown in FIG. 4C.

[0028] Because the taking lens 2 is stored in the camera body,

the present embodiment can slim down the length of the taking

lens for that length of the taking lens 2 just as in the first

embodiment described above. Moreover, it is easy to carry the

camera because there is no projection of the taking lens, as

the camera becomes flat. Furthermore, the thickness of the

camera body does not thicken because the image pickup device

4 evacuates in the camera body diagonally in the optical axis

direction of the taking lens, and since camera members are

placed in the evacuation space a space use without waste is

possible and the area seen from the camera front does not

increase so that the camera does not grow big.

[0029] A digital camera in a third embodiment will be described

next. With reference to FIG. 5A to FIG. 5C, an example that

a metering sensor and a metering optical system are placed near

each other as camera members in the evacuation space of the

image pickup device will be described. FIG. 5A shows a

position relationship between camera members and the image

pickup device in the photography standby, and FIG. 5B shows

the position relationship during the change from the
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photography standby to the taking lens stored state, and FIG.

5C shows the position relationship at the taking lens stored

state

.

[0030] In this example, a metering sensor 41 and a metering

optical system 42 are placed in the front of the movement path

of the image pickup device 4 in the evacuation space 17 as shown

in FIG . 5A. As shown in FIG. 5B, the image pickup device 4

evacuates in the rear of the metering sensor 41 and the metering

optical system 42 to incline in the optical axis direction of

the taking lens. And, the taking lens 2 collapses and is stored

in the storage space 16 after the image pickup device 4

evacuates as shown in FIG. 5C . The present embodiment attains

an effect identical to the first embodiment described above.

[0031] A digital camera in a third embodiment will be described

next. With reference to FIG. 5A to FIG. 5C, an example that

a metering sensor and a metering optical system are placed near

each other as camera members in the evacuation space of the

image pickup device will be described. FIG. 5A shows a

position relationship between camera members and the image

pickup device in the photography standby, and FIG. 5B shows

the position relationship during the change from the

photography standby to the taking lens stored state, and FIG.

5C shows the position relationship at the taking lens stored
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state.

[0032] In this example, a metering sensor 41 and a metering

optical system 42 are placed in the front of the movement path

of the image pickup device 4 in the evacuation space 17 as shown

in FIG. 5A. As shown in FIG. 5B, the image pickup device 4

evacuates in the rear of the metering sensor 41 and the metering

optical system 42 to incline in the optical axis direction of

the taking lens. And the taking lens 2 collapses and is stored

in the storage space 16 after the image pickup device 4

evacuates as shown in FIG. 5C . The present embodiment attains

an effect identical to the first embodiment described above.

[0033] A digital camera in a fourth embodiment will be described

next. With reference to FIG. 6A to FIG. 6C, an example that

a metering sensor and a metering optical system are placed near

each other as camera members in the evacuation space of the

image pickup device will be described. FIG. 6A shows a

position relationship between camera members and the image

pickup device in the photography standby, and FIG. 6B shows

the position relationship during the change from the

photography standby to the taking lens stored state, and FIG.

6C shows the position relationship at the taking lens stored

state

.

[0034] In this example, a motor 51 for operating each driving
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part in the camera is placed in the front of the movement path

of the image pickup device 4 in the evacuation space 17, and

a circuit board 52 and an electric component implemented on

the circuit board 52 such as a coil 53 are placed in the rear

as shown in FIG. 6A. As shown in FIG. 6B, the image pickup

device 4 evacuates between the motor 51 and the coil 53 to

incline in the optical axis direction of the taking lens. And,

the taking lens 2 collapses and is stored in the storage space

16 after the image pickup device 4 evacuates as shown in FIG.

6C. The present embodiment attains an effect identical to the

first embodiment described above.

[0035] Up until now the above-described embodiments have been

described, but the present specification includes the

following invention, as well.

(1) A digital camera in which a taking lens is stored in a camera

body, comprising an imaging means to convert a subject image

into image data, an evacuation means for moving the imaging

means outside a camera optical path along the evacuation path

consisting of a straight line perpendicular to an optical axis

direction of the taking lens and a curve extending in a

direction inclined in the optical axis direction to evacuate

the imaging means inclined in the optical axis direction, and

a movement means for storing the imaging means in a camera body
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by collapsing the imaging means in storage space developed by

the evacuation of the imaging means at the time of non-

photography, and allows the taking lens to extend to a position

where a photograph can be taken at the time of photography,

wherein a camera component constituting the camera is disposed

around the evacuation path in the storage space.

[0036] (2) The digital camera according to the above-described

item, wherein the camera component is one of or a combination

of an AF sensor, a metering sensor, an actuator, a circuit board,

a circuit board implementing an electric component, and a

finder optical system.

[0037] (3) The digital camera according to (2), wherein the

evacuation path extends into a finder optical system, and a

constituent of the optical finder system existing on the

evacuation path moves when the imaging means evacuates to

ensure the evacuation path and to evacuate the imaging means

in the digital camera.

[0038] (4) The digital camera according to ( 3 ), wherein a rotary

mirror which rotates interlocked with the movement of the

imaging means is the constituent of the finder optical system

in the digital camera.

[0039]

[Effects of the Invention] The present invention described
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above in detail can provide a digital camera which has a

structure that a taking lens can be stored in the camera body,

wherein a camera member is placed around space in which an image

pickup device is rotated to be evacuated at an angle with

respect to an optical axis direction of a taking lens to use

so that there is no clearance around the space, and the taking

lens retreats in the retreat space generated by the movement

of the image pickup device, so that the thickness of the camera

body becomes thin and an area seen from a camera front increases

only a slight amount and the camera does not become big.

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]

[FIG. 1] A schematic internal view of a digital camera of the

present invention.

[FIG. 2] A concrete construction example of a movement control

driver 5 in a photography standby.

[FIG. 3] FIG. 3A to FIG. 3C show a position relationship between

camera members and an image pickup device from the photography

standby to a taking lens stored state according to a first

embodiment

.

[FIG. 4] FIG. 4A to FIG. 4C show a position relationship between

camera members and an image pickup device from the photography

standby to the taking lens stored state according to a second

embodiment

.
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[FIG. 5] FIG. 5A to FIG. 5C show a position relationship between

camera members and an image pickup device from the photography

standby to the taking lens stored state according to a third

embodiment

.

[FIG. 6] FIG. 6A to FIG . 6C show a position relationship between

camera members and an image pickup device from the photography

standby to the taking lens stored state according to a fourth

embodiment

.

[Description of Symbols]

1

:

controller (CPU)

2: taking lens

3: lens control driver

4 : image pickup device

5: movement control driver

6: camera member

7 : flexible substrate

11 : imaging substrate

12, 13: pin

14 : fixed cam board

15, 19: guide groove

16: storage space

17 : evacuation space

18: moving cam plate
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20: driving system
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[FIG. 1]

EVACUATION SPACE

1: Controller (CPU)

2: Taking lens

3: Lens control driver

4: Image pickup device

5: Movement control driver

6: Camera member

Digital camera

[FIG. 2]

20: Driving system






